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Abstract
Decomposing a software system into smaller parts always has been a challenge in software
engineering. It is particularly important to split distributed systems into loosely coupled and
highly cohesive units. Service-oriented architectures and their microservices deployments
tackle many related problems, but remain vague on how to cut a system into discrete,
autonomous, network-accessible services.
In this paper, we propose a structured, repeatable approach to service decomposition based
on 16 coupling criteria distilled from the literature and industry experience. These coupling
criteria form the base of Service Cutter, our method and tool framework for service
decomposition. In the Service Cutter approach, coupling information is extracted from
software engineering artifacts such as domain models and use cases and represented as an
undirected, weighted graph to find and score densely connected clusters.
The resulting candidate service cuts promise to reduce coupling between and promote high
cohesion within services. In our validation activities, which included prototyping, action
research and case studies, we successfully decomposed two sample applications with
acceptable performance; most (but not all) test scenarios resulted in appropriate service
cuts. These results as well as early feedback from members of the target audience in
industry and academia suggest that our coupling criteria catalog and tool-supported service
decomposition approach have the potential to assist a service architect’s design decisions in
a viable and practical manner.
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Agenda
 Context of this research and development effort

 Loose coupling and other aspects of architectural thinking
 SOA and its microservices implementation approach

 Research contributions Service Cutter (“7-in-7” Paper Presentation)
 Nanoentitities, System Specification Artifacts
 Decomposition Input, Steps, and Output
 Tool Architecture and Implementation Hot Spots
 Service Cutter Tool Demo (optional)

 Questions and Answers
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Software Architecture Fundamentals
 What do architects do anyway?

Analyze quality attributes and satisfy
them!
 Systematic end-to-end systems

thinking; abstractions and
generalizations; modelling
 Why bother about architecture?
 Manage complexity, initiate and

steer projects, coach developers
 Where can I find more information?

(screen caption clickable)
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SOA Foundation: Partitioning into Components and Services
Business Process

SOA

Users

Data

Discrete Applications
(Two or Three Tiers)

Components

Basket of Services

(Infrastructure Services)

Logic

Integration Architecture

Applications

Services

On which tier
should
existing
Services
and new
applications be
integrated?

(Enterprise Service Bus)

UI

QoS, Security, Management & Monitoring

Traditional

Layering based on IBM SOA reference architecture

Example:
An insurance company uses three SAP R/3, MS Visual Basic, and COBOL applications to manage customer
information, check for fraud, and calculate payments. The user interfaces (UIs) are the only access points.
A multi-step, multi-user business process for claim handling, executing in IBM WebSphere, is supposed to
reuse the functions in the existing applications. How to integrate the new business process with the three
legacy applications in a flexible, secure, and reliable way?
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What is SOA? (Source: OOPSLA Tutorials 2004-2008)
No single definition – “SOA is different things to different people”

Business
Domain
Analyst

 A set of services that a business wants to expose to their
customers and partners, or other portions of the organization.
 An architectural style which requires a service provider, a service
requestor (consumer) and a service contract (a.k.a. client/server).

IT
Architect

 A set of architectural patterns such as enterprise service bus,
service composition, and service registry, promoting principles
such as modularity, layering, and loose coupling to achieve design
goals such as separation of concerns, reuse, and flexibility.
Developer,
Administrator

 A programming and deployment model realized by standards,
tools and technologies such as Web services and Service
Component Architecture (SCA).
Adapted from: [IBM SSS]
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Principles of Microservices by S. Newman (O’Reilly 2015)
 Model around Business Concepts
 Bounded contexts from DDD
 Adopt a Culture of Automation
 Testing, deployment; continuous delivery
 Hide Internal Implementation Details
 E.g. hide databases; define technology-agnostic APIs

 Decentralize All the Things
 E.g. shared governance, choreography over orchestration, dumb

middleware with smart endpoints
 Independently Deployable

 Let versioned endpoints co-exist; one service per host
 Isolate Failure
 E.g. introduce circuit breakers

 Highly Observable (Semantic Monitoring with Aggregation)
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The Seven ZIO Tenets for Microservices Implementations of SOA
1. Fine-grained interfaces to single-responsibility units that encapsulate data and

processing logic are exposed remotely, typically via RESTful HTTP resources or
asynchronous message queues.
2. Business-driven development practices and pattern languages such as Domain-

Driven Design (DDD) are employed to identify and conceptualize services.
3. Cloud-native application design principles are followed, e.g., as summarized in

Isolated State, Distribution, Elasticity, Automated Management and Loose
Coupling (IDEAL).
4. Multiple storage paradigms are leveraged (SQL and NoSQL) in a polyglot

persistence strategy.
5. Lightweight containers are used to deploy services.
6. Decentralized continuous delivery is practiced during service development.
7. Lean, but holistic and largely automated approaches to configuration and fault

management are employed (a.k.a. DevOps).
Reference: O. Zimmermann, Microservices Tenets – Agile Approach to Service Development and Deployment,
Proc. Of SummerSoC 2016, Springer Computer Science – Research and Development (to appear).
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SOA Principle and IDEAL Application Property: Loose Coupling
 Academic contributions (research results):
 General software engineering/architecture literature since 1960s/1970s


Starting from D. Parnas (modularization, high cohesion/low coupling)

 ESOCC 2016 keynote by F. Leymann and PhD theses (e.g. C. Fehling):


Four types of autonomy: reference (i.e., location), platform, time, format

 WWW 2009 presentation and paper by C. Pautasso and E. Wilde:


12 facets used for a remoting technology comparison, e.g., discovery, state,
granularity

 Practitioner heuristics (a.k.a. coupling criteria) scattered in books,

articles, blogs:
 SOA in Practice book by N. Josuttis, O’Reilly 2007


11 types of (loose) coupling; emphasis on versioning and compatibility

 IBM Redbook SG24-6346-00 on SOA and ESB (M. Keen et al.), IBM 2004


Coupled vs. decoupled continuum: semantic interface, (business) data model,
QoS (e.g. transactional context, reliability), security

 DZone, IBM developerWorks articles, InfoQ, MSDN, …
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A Software Architect’s Dilemma….
Step 1: Analyze System

How do I split
my system into
services?






Entity-relationship model
Use cases
System characterizations
Aggregates (DDD)

Coupling information is
extracted from these artifacts.

Step 2: Calculate Coupling
The catalog of 16 coupling criteria
 Data fields, operations and artifacts
are nodes.
 Edges are coupled data fields.
 Scoring system calculates edge
weights.
 Two different graph clustering
algorithms calculate candidate
service cuts (=clusters).

Step 3:
Visualize Service Cuts
 Priorities are used to
reflect the context.
 Published Language
(DDD) and use case
responsiblities are
shown.

A clustered (colors) graph.

Technologies:
Java, Maven, Spring (Core,
Boot, Data, Security, MVC),
Hibernate, Jersey, Jhipster,
AngularJS, Bootstrap

A clustered (colors) graph.

https://github.com/ServiceCutter

Nanoentities and Coupling Criteria (CC) Catalog (Step 1/7)
Smallest unit of
(de-)composition:
Nanoentity
(abstraction of data
and logic atoms)
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CC Card Template and Example (Step 2/7)
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From User Input (Artifacts) to CC Weighting (Step 3/7)

 Tool/method user (e.g., services architect) has to provide SSA input
 Future work: import/generate from existing analysis and design tools
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Sample Input Data (JSON): Trading System (4/7)
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CC Catalog and Priority Scoring (Step 5/7)

Full descriptions in CC card format: https://github.com/ServiceCutter/ServiceCutter/wiki/Coupling-Criteria
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Service Cutter Tool – Architecture, User Interface, Demo (6/7)
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Service Cutter ESOCC Paper – Conclusions and Outlook (7/7)
 Contributions overview:

 Concept of atomic nanoentity (for data-driven service identification)
 C3 template/table format for Coupling Criteria (CC) Cards
 Initial Coupling Criteria Catalog (16 criteria in four categories)
 Analysis/design input types and formats; input processing steps

 Scoring logic based on CC prioritization and input (scorer types)
 Tool architecture, early validation of tool and knowledge content
 Future work:
 Add CCs to CC catalog, improve textual descriptions (patterns, principles?)
 Integration of other algorithms (graph clustering, other paradigms?)
 End-to-end tool integration




From OOAD use cases and domain model
… to Service Cutter
… to Swagger and CD tools (?)
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https://servicecutter.github.io

Other Research Projects: Arch. Decisions/Arch. Refactoring

(screen captions clickable)
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SERVICE CUTTER:
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ESOCC 2016

Prof. Dr. Olaf Zimmermann (ZIO)
Distinguished (Chief/Lead) IT Architect, The Open Group
Institute für Software, HSR FHO
Vienna, September 7, 2016

Patterns for Tactic DDD: Aggregate, Entity, Value Object
 Entity = “True OO”
 Has id
 Has state
 Has behavior
 Root Entity
 Visible outside of

Aggregate
 Value Object
 No behavior
 Aggregate
 Groups entities
 Validates (e.g.

preconditions,
invariants)
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Decomposition Checklist (Gysel/Kölbener)
 “In a good decomposition solution, the answer to all those questions

should be yes.
 Does the service cut comply all constraint criteria?
 Does the service cut combine as few nanoentities with diverging

characteristics into one service as possible?
 Does each service depends on as few nanoentities of other services as

possible? A use case should cross as few service boundaries as possible.
 Are the nanoentities that are part of a published language between

services suitable for intra service communication?
 Is the coupling between services similar? It is not the size of services that

requires homogeneity within the system but the amount of published
language between services.
 Are there not too many services? This is called the nanoservice antipattern.
 Are there not too few services? This is a monolithic architecture.”

Reference: questionnaire in Service Cutter wiki,
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Mapping from LCDs to CC (Indicative, not Normative/Exclusive!)
LC Dimension (Leymann)

CC (Service Cutter)

Reference

Identity & Lifecycle Commonality
Semantic Proximity

Time

Network Traffic Suitability
Latency
Content Volatility

Format

Structural Volatility
Mutability

Platform

Predefined Service Constraint
Shared Owner
Storage Similarity

n/a (other QAs)

Consistency Criticality
Consistency Constraint
Availability Criticality
Security Criticality
Security Contextuality
Security Constraint
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